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Sonoff iFan04-H intelligent Wi-Fi controller
Now you can control your ceiling fan with light even more conveniently. The Sonoff iFan04-H intelligent controller allows you to remotely
operate the device using an app or a special 433 MHz RF remote control. Create operating schedules, choose from 3 available fan speeds
and share control with other family members. The product is also compatible with Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa voice assistants.
 
3 fan speed levels
Customize fan operation to your needs -  with the Sonoff  iFan04-H controller  it  becomes easier  than ever before! The app and remote
control  allow you to quickly and conveniently choose from 3 available speeds.  A sunny spring day? Or a hot summer afternoon? With
Sonoff you can easily ensure optimal fan performance in any situation!
 
Remote control with app
When you pair your chosen device with the controller, you gain the ability to control it remotely using the eWeLink app. Simply reach for
your  smartphone  to  turn  it  on  or  off,  change  the  fan  speed  or  set  a  schedule  for  it.  Now  you  can  easily  make  your  equipment
automatically run at a set time! What's more, the fan status is synced with your phone in real time. This way you always know when it is
on!
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Share Control
This is not the end of the possibilities that the application provides. You can also use it to share your devices with other users - such as
family members or friends. With just a few clicks, they too can remotely control the fan, check its status, create work schedules for it or
adjust the speed. Full control is at your fingertips!
 
Remote control
The RM433 remote control  will  also allow you to conveniently  operate the equipment paired with the controller.  Using it,  you can,  for
example, with a single click turn the light on or off, turn the fan on or off, or select one of the three available speed levels. The remote
control also allows you to pair your devices simply and quickly. Just press and hold the corresponding button.
 
Voice control capability
Are you about to go to bed, but don't feel like getting out of bed to turn off the light? Or maybe you're sitting in a comfortable armchair
and  you  want  to  turn  on  the  fan,  but  you  don't  have  a  remote  control  or  your  phone  handy?  No  problem!  The  iFan04-H  controller  is
compatible  with  Google  Assistant  and  Amazon  Alexa  smart  assistants.  So  you  can  control  it  with  voice  commands.  Simply  issue  the
appropriate command to, for example, turn on the fan and adjust its speed!
 
Brand
Sonoff
Model
iFAN04-H
Input
100-240V AC 50/60Hz 5A
Material (housing)
PC V0
Certifications
CE, FCC, RoHS
Weight
125g
Dimensions
116x55x26mm
RF remote control
433.92MHz (not included)
Wi-Fi
IEEE 801.11 b/g/n 2.4GHz
Output
Fan: 100-240V AC 50/60Hz 2A;Lighting: 100-240V AC 50/60Hz 3A;

Preço:

€ 18.50

Casa inteligente, Intelligent Home Control
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